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Design, System, Application Statement

• This work proposes a molecular design and optimization strategy to improve the 
hydrodesulfurization performance of MoS2 nanocatalysts by selecting most appropriate 
transition metal promoters, as well as the selection standard based on the effective material 
descriptor, i.e., binding energy (Eb) of transition metal sulfides.

• This work proposes that desired transition metal promoters for MoS2 nanocatalysts 
should have neither too large or too small binding energy (Eb) of transition metal sulfides, 
and in light of this standard, Co, Cr, and Fe are selected as most promising promoters.

• This work provides useful guidance to the design of high-performance MoS2-based 
nanocatalysts.
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MoS2-based catalysts have been used in the petroleum refinery industry for decades and it is of long-term interests to improve
their catalytic efficiency in hydrodesulfurization (HDS) process such as via edge promotion using transition metal (TM) atoms. To
develop an effective descriptor for selecting appropriate TM promoters, here we report a comprehensive computational study of
TM promotion effects on the catalytic activity of MoS2 nanosheets with 26 TM elements, including ten 3d, eight 4d, and eight 5d
elements, using sulfur-terminated hexagonal MoS2 nanosheets. The binding energies between TM atoms and MoS2 nanosheets
without and with sulfur saturation and the formation energies of sulfur vacancies of the TM-promoted MoS2 promoters were
studied to examine the possibility of edge promotion of TM atoms. The HDS activity of sulfur saturated TM-MoS2 nanocatalysts
is evaluated by modeling three consequent steps in an HDS process with a dibenzothiophene molecule. We calculated the reaction
energy for each step with respect to the binding energy (Eb ∼ 2.5 - 6.5 eV/atom) of binary TM sulfides and found that Eb can
be an effective descriptor for selecting TM promoters to enhance the catalytic activity of MoS2 nanocatalysts. That is, Eb of an
ideal TM promoter should neither be extremely high nor extremely low with an ideal range about 4 - 5 eV/atom. On the basis
of this descriptor, several candidate TM promoters including 3d elements Mn, Cr, Co, Fe, Ni, and V, 4d element Ru, and 5d
element Pt are proposed. This work is expected to provide an informative guide to the design of high-performance MoS2-based
nanocatalysts for HDS.

1 Introduction

The hydrodesulfurization (HDS) plays a critical role in pro-
ducing clean diesel fuel from the crude oil.1–8 As the de-
mand for the ultra-low sulfur diesel grows, transition metal
sulfides (TMS)-based catalysts have gained a prominent inter-
est because of their applications in the HDS processes.9–12 As
one TMS-based nanocatalyst, single-layer molybdenum disul-
fide (MoS2) has been extensively studied.13,14 For decades,
there have been tremendous efforts on the structural identifi-
cations of single-layer MoS2 and the elucidation into the ef-
fects of nanostructures on the catalytic properties.15–18 It is
now known that single-layer MoS2 exists in multiple shapes,
depending on its growth conditions.15–17 The shape of single-
layer MoS2 undergoes an evolution from dodecagonal to
hexagonal, and to triangular from sulfur-poor to sulfur-rich
growth conditions.15,19 Under sulfur-rich condition, trian-
gular MoS2 layers were observed using scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM)20 and transmission electron microscopy
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(TEM)21 in the experimental side. In the theoretical and com-
putational side, our previous study revealed an odd-even effect
of the formation of sulfur vacancies in the triangular MoS2
nanosheets with respect to size,22 which is consistent with
the experimental findings.16,20 Under sulfur-poor condition,
Co-Mo-S structures were found in a hexagonal shape via an
STM analysis,3 and a Co promotion on the MoS2 nanoclus-
ters also lead to a hexagonal nanocluster under the HDS envi-
ronment.23

To improve the catalytic efficiency of MoS2, several meth-
ods including the synthesis of various nanostructures, fabrica-
tion of heterostructures, and edge-promotion via TM atoms,
have been explored.24–27 For instance, MoS2 nanotubes show
enhanced catalytic activity due to large surface exposure, with
approximately 19% of conversion efficiency of dibenzothio-
phene (DBT) to biphenyl (BP).24 The Co3S4@MoS2 het-
erostructures exhibited an enhanced catalytic activity due to
abundant electrochemical surfaces and modulated coordina-
tions in the electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction.27 In
particular, TM promotion on the edges of MoS2 nanosheets is
one effective way to improve the catalytic activity because it
increases the number of active catalytic sites,25,28 i.e., the ad-
sorption site that attracts and converts the organic compounds
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into clean diesel fuel compounds.18,25,26 As a proof of the con-
cept, Co- and Ni-promoted MoS2 showed a conversion effi-
ciency of 97.8% and 94%, respectively, in the HDS reaction
of thiophene under 375◦C.25 Co-promoted MoS2 nanosheets
with a better Co dispersion over the edges were also found to
show a better catalytic activity.28 Besides Co,29–33 some other
TM promoters including Ni,29–31 and Fe29,32 have also been
explored in the experimental side. However, the effects of
various TM promoters on the HDS activity of MoS2 nanocata-
lysts are not fully understood yet from the theoretical side. For
instance, one might wonder which TM promoter can best im-
prove the HDS activity of MoS2 nanocatalysts and what alter-
native TM promoters can be used, and to answer this question,
a systematic comparison of the promotion effects, regarding
thermochemistry, of various TM atoms on the MoS2 nanocat-
alysts is necessary.

In this work, using first-principles density functional the-
ory calculations, we studied the effects of 26 TM elements,
as a promoter on the hexagonal MoS2 nanosheets, on the cat-
alytic activity in the HDS process. The article is organized
as follows. First, we discussed the energetic stability of the
TM-promoted MoS2 nanosheets by calculating the binding
energies. Next, we calculated the formation energies of sul-
fur vacancy on the promoted edge of the nanosheets. Lastly,
we evaluated the catalytic activity by calculating reaction en-
ergies in the HDS process. Our results show that the binding
energy of TM sulfides could be one effective descriptor for se-
lecting TM promoters for the MoS2 nanocatalyst to optimize
catalytic activity for HDS.

2 Computational Details

First-principles density functional theory (DFT) electronic
structure calculations were carried out using the Vienna
Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).34,35 The Projector
Augmented Wave (PAW) potential was employed for treat-
ing electron-ion interactions36 and the Generalized Gradi-
ent Approximation (GGA) parameterized by Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) was applied for the electron-correlation
functional.37 A cut-off energy of 450 eV for the plane-wave
basis set, a convergence tolerance of 10−4 eV for the self-
consistent-field iteration, and a single k-point with wavevec-
tor at Γ point were used in our calculations. The atomic
positions of the MoS2 nanosheets were fully relaxed un-
til all components of the residual forces became less than
0.05 eV/Å. To model the hydrodesulfurization process, the
Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction on the PBE functional
(PBE+D3) was employed to calculate the chemical reac-
tion energies between the organosulfur compounds and MoS2
nanosheets, since it is capable of predicting more accurate
thermochemical energy.38 The zero-point energy (ZPE) cor-
rection to the adsorbed molecules were calculated from the

harmonic frequency of the molecules absorbed on the MoS2
nanosheets.39,40

Mo

S

TM

a) b)

c)

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of single-layer hexagonal MoS2
nanosheet structures. (a) Unpromoted and (b) promoted with
transition-metal (TM) atoms without and (c) with sulfur saturation.

A single-layer MoS2 nanosheet structure consists of one Mo
layer and two S layers, with the Mo layer sandwiched by the
two S layers. In our prior work, we defined two types of zig-
zag edges for MoS2 nanosheet structure, including ZZ-S1 and
ZZ-S2.22 The ZZ-S1 edge has a S-termination, with each S
dimer coordinatively bonded to two Mo atoms. The ZZ-S2
edge also has a S-termination, but with S dimers protruding
externally in a perpendicular direction from the edges.22 In
the experiment, MoS2 nanoclusters were observed in a hexag-
onal shape with exposures of both promoted ZZ-S1 edges and
unpromoted ZZ-S2 edges upon Co promotion.14,19,23,30,41 Ac-
cordingly, in this work, we built a hexagonal MoS2 nanosheet
model with three ZZ-S1 and three ZZ-S2 edges to resemble
the experimental nanosheet structure, see Fig. 1a. To elimi-
nate the interaction between neighboring slabs, a vacuum re-
gion of 10 Å was applied in our models. Based on the growth
conditions of the MoS2 nanosheet and inspired by prior ex-
perimental studies,42 we built another two models for the TM
promotion, including one without sulfur saturation (see Fig.
1b) and the other with sulfur saturation (see Fig. 1c). The
promoted MoS2 model was built by promoting S dimers of
the three ZZ-S1 edges with TM atoms which share the same
layer with Mo atoms. The TM atoms including ten 3d, eight
4d, and eight 5d elements were selected. In the case of TM-
promoted model with sulfur saturation, S monomers are at-
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Fig. 2 Calculated binding energies of TM-promoted MoS2
nanosheets a) without and b) with sulfur saturation. The chemical
potentials of TM and sulfur atoms calculated from their ground state
bulk structures were used in this and subsequent figures.

tached on the TM atoms in the same layer, in a similar manner
of ZZ-S1 type edge. Such model resembles the Co-18,31,43 and
Ni-31promoted MoS2 nanosheets observed in the experiments.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Binding Energy

To quantitatively evaluate the binding strength between TM
atoms and MoS2 nanosheets, we first calculated the binding
energies (Esheet

b ) of the TM-promoted MoS2 nanosheets with-
out sulfur saturation using the formula:

Esheet
b = [Eunprom + xµT M −Eprom]/x (1)

where x and µT M are the total number and the chemical poten-
tial of the TM atom, respectively. Eunprom and Eprom indicate
the total energy of the unpromoted and promoted hexagonal
MoS2 nanosheets, respectively. The calculated binding en-
ergies for these TM-promoted MoS2 nanosheets are shown in
Fig 2a. The binding energy can be interpreted as the energy re-
quired for the TM atoms to detach from the MoS2 nanosheets.
Our results show a negative binding energy for most of TM-
MoS2 nanosheets except for Sc-, Y-, Zn-, and Cd-MoS2. The
negative binding energy indicates a spontaneous dissociation
of the TM atoms from the MoS2 nanosheet, which implies

that TM promotion on the nanosheet without sulfur saturation
is not energetically possible.

Next, we calculated the binding energy (Esatu
b ) of the TM-

promoted model with sulfur saturation using the equation:

Esatu
b = [Eunprom + xµT M + yµS −Esatu]/x (2)

where Esatu is the total energy of the sulfur saturated TM-
MoS2, µT M and µS are the chemical potentials of the TM and
S atom, respectively, and x and y are total number of the TM
atoms and the saturating S atoms on the promoted edges, re-
spectively. Note that the label Esatu

b was used to differentiate
the binding energy of TM-promoted MoS2 model with sulfur
saturation from the MoS2 nanosheets without sulfur saturation
(Esatu

b ) and the transitional metal sulfides (Eb). The calculated
binding energies of the TM-promoted MoS2 nanosheets with
sulfur saturation are plotted in Fig. 2b. Our calculations reveal
two major conclusions:

1) All TM-MoS2 nanosheets have a positive binding energy,
except for Ag- and Au-MoS2. This indicates the feasibility
of the TM promotion on the MoS2 nanosheet under the sul-
fur saturating condition as compared to the infeasibility under
unsaturating condition. This is also consistent with a prior ex-
perimental study in which Co-promoted MoS2 was observed
under sulfur saturating condition from STM images.23

2) The binding energy decreases along the groups in the pe-
riodic table for each of the 3d, 4d, and 5d TM elements. The
TM atoms from group 3 (Sc and Y) and group 4 (Ti, Zr, and
Hf) lead to the higher binding energy, while the TM atoms
from group 11 (Cu, Ag, and Au) and group 12 (Zn and Cd)
lead to the lower binding energy. This can be explained from
the electronegativity of the TM elements. For the TM ele-
ments with low electronegativity (high electropositivity) in the
lower groups of periodic table, they tend to cause strong bind-
ing with S atom. For the TM elements with high electroneg-
ativity (low electropositivity) in the high groups of periodic
table, they tend to have weaker binding with the S atom.

3.2 Formation Energy of Sulfur Vacancy

Next, we calculated the formation energy of sulfur vacancy on
the TM-MoS2 nanosheets with sulfur saturation. This is be-
cause the sulfur vacancy site is considered as an active site
and plays a critical role in the HDS reaction by attracting
the organosulfur compounds. The sulfur vacancy site is also
called the coordinatively unsaturated site (CUS),22 which has
been spotted via STM images in the experiment.44 In this
work, the sulfur vacancy (VS) was modeled by removing one
sulfur monomer from the center site of the TM-promoted edge
(VS@Cen). The formation energy of VS@Cen was calculated
using the equation,

E f = EVS@Cen +µS −Esatu (3)
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Fig. 3 Calculated formation energies of TM-promoted MoS2
nanosheets with sulfur vacancy at the center site of the saturated
edge (VS@Cen) at sulfur-poor condition.

where EVS@Cen is the total energy of the VS@Cen and µS is
the chemical potential of the S atom.

The calculated formation energies of VS@Cen are depicted
in Fig. 3. It shows that the formation energy, generally, de-
creases from group 3 to group 12 for all rows of 3d, 4d, and 5d
TM elements, indicating that VS@Cen is energetically more
favorable in the systems with TM promoters in the higher
groups of periodic table. Interestingly, the VS@Cen for Ni-,
Cu-, Zn-, Pd-, Ag-, Cd-, and Au-MoS2 nanosheets have a neg-
ative formation energy (-0.79, -0.93, -1.41, -1.37, -0.46, -1.41,
and -2.00 eV, respectively), which indicates a spontaneous for-
mation of VS@Cen. This can directly relate to the decreasing
trend in the binding energy (Eb) for TM-sulfides, shown in Fig.
S4 in the Supporting Information. In general, Eb decreases
with the TM atoms from group 3 to group 12. ScS and TiS
have a relatively high Eb of 5.63 and 5.74 eV/atom, respec-
tively, while ZnS has a relatively low Eb of 2.99 eV/atom, as
shown in Table S1. A lower Eb means weaker binding strength
between the TM and S atoms, thus leading to a relatively eas-
ier formation of VS.

In fact, the decrease in the formation energy of VS@Cen
can also relate to the decrease in the binding energy of the TM-
MoS2 with sulfur saturation (Fig. 2b), because such binding
energy also reflects on the binding strength between the TM
and S atoms. However, their difference is that the VS@Cen
formation accounts for the interaction between the TM atoms
and the S monomers that lie on top of the promoted TM atoms,
while the binding energy of the TM-MoS2 with sulfur satura-
tion refers to the interaction between the TM atoms and the S
dimers that connect the TM atoms to the MoS2 nanosheet.

DG1

DG2
DG3

DBT
BP

+ H2

+ H2

H2S①

②③

Fig. 4 The schematic diagram of the hydrodesulfurization reaction
of dibenzothiophene (DBT) to biphenyl (BP) with TM-MoS2
nanosheet. (1) Generation of sulfur vacancy at the center site of the
edge (VS@Cen), (2) Adsorption of DBT, and (3) Desulfurization of
DBT into BP. The blue arrow indicates the incoming reactant in the
reaction, while the red arrow indicates the release of a product in the
reaction.

3.3 Hydrodesulfurization Modeling

The HDS process consists of three consequent steps: (1)
generation of VS, (2) adsorption of a S-containing organic
molecule into the VS site of the catalyst via the S atom, and
(3) desulfurization of the organic molecule with S refilling
the VS site. The schematic diagram of the HDS process is
shown in Fig. 4. Dibenzothiophene (DBT) is a typical natural-
occurring organosulfur compound in petroleum.45 Here, we
modeled the HDS by using the DBT molecule as a feed com-
pound which becomes a biphenyl (BP) after the HDS reaction.
The attachment of DBT to the VS@Cen site was modeled in
a perpendicular orientation to minimize steric hindrance. To
evaluate HDS activity of TM-MoS2 nanosheets, we calculated
the Gibbs free energies for each of reaction (1), (2), and (3)
using the following equations by taking zero-point energy and
entropy corrections into account, respectively:

∆G1 = ∆E1 −∆EZPE(H2)−∆EZPE(H2S)−T (∆SH2S −∆SH2)
(4)

∆G2 = ∆E2 +∆EZPE(DBT )+T ∆SDBT (5)

∆G3 = ∆E3 −∆EZPE(H2)−∆EZPE(BP)−T (∆SBP −∆SH2)
(6)
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where ∆E1, ∆E2, and ∆E3 are the reaction energies in reac-
tion (1), (2), and (3), respectively; ∆EZPE (H2), ∆EZPE (H2S),
∆EZPE (DBT), and ∆EZPE (BP) and ∆SH2 , ∆SH2S, ∆SDBT , and
∆SBP are the difference in zero-point energy and entropy of
H2, H2S, DBT, and BP between their adsorbed states and their
isolated states, respectively. The room temperature 298 K
was used in calculations. The difference in entropy are ob-
tained from So

H2S
46, So

H2
46, So

DBT
47, and So

BP
48, respectively,

based on the assumption that the vibrational entropy in their
adsorbed states is small.49 The calculated difference in zero-
point energy and entropy is listed in the Table S1 of Support-
ing Information for reference. Also note that the magnitudes
of ∆EZPE(H2) in equations (4) and (6) are slightly different
since their absorbed states are different, with MoS2 and BP
being as their absorbing systems, respectively. The reaction
energies for reaction (1), (2), and (3) can be calculated using
the following equations, respectively:

∆E1 = EVS@Cen +EH2S −EMoS2 −EH2 (7)

∆E2 = EDBT−MoS2 −EVS@Cen −EDBT (8)

∆E3 = EMoS2 +EBP −EDBT−MoS2 −EH2 (9)

where EMoS2 , EH2S, and EH2 are the total energy of TM-
MoS2 (equivalent to Esaturated), H2S, and H2, respectively,
and EDBT−MoS2 , EDBT , and EBP are the total energy of DBT-
adsorbed TM-MoS2, DBT, and BP, respectively. The ∆G1,
∆G2, and ∆G3 are plotted against the calculated binding en-
ergy (Eb) of binary transition-metal sulfides in Fig. 5a, b, and
c, respectively. There are two reasons to choose Eb as a de-
scriptor: i) Eb generally measures the bonding strength be-
tween the TM and S atoms, which is strongly correlated to
the formation of VS and chemical adsorption of the DBT via
TM-S bond. ii) Eb is a relatively simple parameter that can be
accessed from both experiments and theoretical calculations.
Actually, earlier experimental and theoretical studies both in-
dicate a correlation between the trends of the HDS activity
and the binding energy of sulfur to the transition metals (or
the positions of the metals in the periodic table).13,50

The 3d, 4d, and 5d TM promoters are depicted as red tri-
angle, green circle, and blue square points, respectively. The
calculated Eb is listed in Table S2 for reference.

The ∆G1 in Fig. 5a represents the reaction energy of
VS@Cen under the H2 exposure. It shows that ∆G1 increases
as Eb increases, meaning that more energy is required to cre-
ate VS@Cen. In contrast, a lower Eb leads to a relatively lower
∆G1, indicating an easier formation of VS@Cen. In fact, the
negative ∆G1 for Cu-, Ni-, Zn-, Pd-, Cd-, Ag-, and Au-MoS2
nanosheets indicates spontaneous formation of VS@Cen.

The ∆G2 in Fig. 5b represents the reaction energy of DBT
adsorbing into the VS@Cen of the TM-MoS2 nanosheet. For

MoS2 with 3d TM promoters, ∆G2 first decreases even to
negative values, then increases as Eb increases. A negative
value indicates that this reaction is exothermic and sponta-
neous. The primary decrease in ∆G2 can be explained by a
strong binding strength between the TM atoms and the S atom
as indicated by high Eb. A lower and negative ∆G2 means
that more energy is released for the adsorption of DBT to the
MoS2 nanosheet and therefore, it can also be interpreted as
a stronger adsorption of DBT. Interestingly, ∆G2 starts to in-
crease as Eb increases over ∼4.75 eV/atom. To understand
this behavior, we studied the charge distribution among the S
atoms upon DBT adsorption by calculating the difference of
Bader charge (∆C) between the S atom from DBT (SC) and the
two adjacent S atoms (SL and SR) from the MoS2 nanosheet
using the equation:

∆C =
SL +SR

2
−SC (10)

Fig. 5d represents the plotted ∆C as a function of Eb. Note that
∆C is larger than zero, which refers to more charge migration
towards SL and SR rather than SC. Interestingly, ∆C shows
a similar trend with ∆G2. That is, ∆C decreases first, then
increases with respect to Eb. The decrease in ∆C indicates
that less charge is transferred towards SL and SR, suggesting
that there is a more comparable charge distribution among the
S atoms, implying a strong chemical absorption of DBT to the
MoS2. In contrast, the increase in ∆C at relatively high Eb
means more charge migration towards SL and SR while less
charge migration toward SC. This indicates a weak binding
strength between the TM atoms and SC, thus leading to an
increase of ∆G2. The 4d TM promoters, generally, result in a
low ∆G2 at high Eb, which can be simply related to a strong
TM-S bonding strength. The 5d TM promoters tend to have a
consistent ∆G2.

The ∆G3 in Fig. 5c represents the reaction energy re-
quired to produce BP and regenerate TM-MoS2 by refilling
the VS@Cen site with the S atom from DBT. As Eb increases,
∆G3 decreases, which means less energy is required to refill
the VS@Cen site. In fact, the negative ∆G3 indicates a spon-
taneous reaction. A higher Eb indicates a stronger binding
strength between the TM and the S atoms and therefore, leads
to a relatively easier refilling of the VS@Cen site.

For a clear comparison, the corresponding ∆G1, ∆G2, and
∆G3 for the unpromoted MoS2 nanosheet were also calcu-
lated, shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 5a, b, and c, re-
spectively. Here, the VS@Cen was modeled by removing
one sulfur atom from the sulfur dimer located at the center
of the edge of the unpromoted nanosheet, as in the case of
TM-promoted MoS2. It is clear that step (1) occurs sponta-
neously, as indicated by the negative values of ∆G1. The TM
promotion improves the refilling of the VS@Cen site in step
(3) for most of the TM atoms, as indicated by the lower value
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Fig. 5 Calculated reaction energies, a) ∆G1, b) ∆G2, and c) ∆G3 with respect to the binding energy (Eb) of each corresponding TM-sulfides,
d) the plotted Bader charge difference (∆C) between the transferring S atom (SC) and the adjacent S atoms (SL and SR). The 3d promoters are
in red triangle, 4d promoters in green circle, and 5d promoters in blue square points. The dashed lines indicate the Gibbs free energies of the
reactions with the unpromoted MoS2 nanosheet.

of ∆G3 compared to the unpromoted nanosheet. Finally, the
relatively high value of ∆G2 for the unpromoted MoS2 indi-
cate that most of the TM promoters cause stronger adsorption
of DBT than the unpromoted one, emphasizing the improve-
ment of the HDS activity by TM promotion.

As mentioned above, the HDS process is composed of three
consequent steps, which involves three parameters, ∆G1, ∆G2,
and ∆G3. The ∆G1 describes the energy required for the for-
mation of VS@Cen and thus, a lower ∆G1 is desirable for
step (1). The ∆G2 evaluates the tendency to adsorb DBT via
the VS@Cen site and thus, a lower ∆G2 is desirable for step
(2). The ∆G3 means the reaction energy required to refill the
VS@Cen site and produce BP and thus, a lower ∆G3 is desir-
able for step (3). It is worth mentioning that the total change
of free energies (∆G = ∆G1 + ∆G2 + ∆G3) in all three steps
is about -0.60 eV, which does not depend on the choice of
TM promoters. However, by combining the three steps and

the trends of the three parameters as Eb, we are able to con-
clude that an ideal TM promoter should neither be extremely
high or extremely low Eb for its corresponding TM sulfides.
This is also consistent with the Sabatier principle, that is, the
interaction between the catalyst and the substrate should nei-
ther be too strong nor too weak.51,52 In other words, the Eb
can be considered as one effective descriptor for selecting TM
promoters. On the basis of this descriptor, we are able to iden-
tify several promising TM promoters including 3d elements
Mn, Cr, Co, Fe, Ni, and V, 4d element Ru, and 5d element
Pt for enhancing the catalytic performance in the HDS pro-
cess, with neither too strong nor too weak bonding interaction
with S, as shown in Fig. 5. This is in good agreement with
prior experimental findings that highlight the potential of 3d
elements Cr,53,54 Mn,55 Fe53, Co31,33,56,57 and Ni,29–31 4d el-
ement Ru58 as promoters of MoS2 catalyst for HDS reaction.
Interestingly, recent studies also indicate that the 3d element
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V59 or 5d element Pt60 can be appropriate promoters for im-
proving catalytic activity of MoS2 in the oxygen reduction re-
action and hydrogen evolution reaction, respectively, which is
consistent with our prediction.

4 Conclusions

In summary, we have studied TM promotion effects on the
HDS activity of MoS2 nanocatalysts using first-principles den-
sity functional theory calculations. Our results show that sul-
fur saturation is necessary for the TM promotion on MoS2
nanosheets, and if without sulfur saturation, most TM atoms
are unable to be attached on the nanosheets. The calculated
formation energies of sulfur vacancy decrease with the TM
promoters from group 3 to group 12 in the periodic table. This
can be related to the decrease of the binding strength between
the TM and S atoms, which is represented by the binding en-
ergy (Eb) of the binary TM sulfides. By modeling the three
separate steps in the HDS process with a DBT molecule, we
calculated the reaction energies for each step and revealed that
Eb can be an effective descriptor for selecting TM promoters.
That is, an ideal TM promoter should have neither extremely
low nor extremely high Eb for its corresponding TM sulfide.
On the basis of this finding, we propose several candidate TM
promoters including 3d elements Mn, Cr, Co, Fe, Ni, and V,
4d element Ru, and 5d element Pt to enhance the catalytic
performance of MoS2 nanocatalysts.
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